
Consistently clean results start with reliable laundry chemical performance. Husky
®
 Optimum

®
 

products produce soft, bright and clean wash results to support you in your e�orts to o�er the 

highest quality linens for your customers stay. Rewash, staining and linen life are all concerns 

that add to your total cost of operation. Let us help you select the right products for your 

environment and custom wash formulas to remove the toughest of soils.

Hospitality

Make the choice for safer packaging. 

Husky Optimum packaging features a 

safety insert for added protection and 

easier product change outs for your 

sta�. Safety inserts eliminate the need 

for retrofitting pail tubing and seals o� 

the product from open access, reducing 

the risk of product spills or 

contamination.

Whether you’re a large-scale hotel 

or a small bed and breakfast, guest 

satisfaction is top priority. 

Noticeably clean, soft and flu�y 

towels provide comfort and luxury 

away from home & helps to build 

customer loyalty.

Ultra-concentrated formulas 

with naturally occurring 

enzymes and pre-treatment 

spotters are formulated to treat 

a broad spectrum of soils. Say 

goodbye to those pesky 

make-up and food stains.

Safety Guests & Employees Performance



A ready-to-use kit including a Tannin, Bio-Clenz and 3-in-1 

spotter to pre-treat a broad spectrum of stains. (Includes 

three sprayers &  spotting guide)   

SPOTTER KIT

Laundry Care
PRODUCT SKU NUMBER PACK TYPE DESCRIPTION

Husky Optimum
EARTH PREFERRED DETERGENT

HSK-215-48
HSK-215-10

Husky Optimum
ENZYME DETERGENT

HSK-220-48
HSK-220-10

Husky Optimum
BUILT DETERGENT

HSK-230-10

Husky Optimum
BLEACH DESTAINER

HSK-240-10

Husky Optimum
COLOR SAFE DESTAINER

HSK-245-10

Husky Optimum
SOUR NEUTRALIZER

HSK-250-10

Husky Optimum
FABRIC SOFTENER

HSK-265-48
HSK-265-10

HSK-1295-41

Dye, fragrance and phosphate free formula featuring 

readily biodegradable surfactants for an environmentally 

preferable option.

Premium blend of high-performance surfactants and fast 

acting enzymes to rapidly digest and remove stubborn 

stains and soils.

Detergent and alkaline builder all-in-one that disperses 

even the toughest of soils. 

Chlorine-based destainer formulated to restore the 

whiteness and brightness of fabrics.

Versatile hydrogen peroxide-based formula to remove 

stains and improve the whiteness and brightness of whites 

and colorfast fabrics.

Designed to neutralize alkalinity in the water supply while 

prolonging the life cycle of fibers.

Reduces static cling and fiber damage while leaving fibers 

feeling soft and smelling fresh.

Husky Optimum
BREAK pH BOOSTER

HSK-205-10
High-performance laundry builder formulated to increase 

the alkalinity of the wash water to maximize soil removal. 

032921

Husky Optimum
White, Color & Rust
RECLAIM

HSK-270-06
HSK-275-06
HSK-280-06

Heavy duty stain removers formulated to reclaim soiled 

white, colorfast or iron stained linens. (3 Pack)

(1) 5 Gallon

(1) 5 Gallon

(1) 5 Gallon

(1) 5 Gallon

(1) 5 Gallon

(1) 5 Gallon(2) 1 Gallons

(1) 5 Gallon(2) 1 Gallons

(1) 5 Gallon(2) 1 Gallons

6 Quarts

(6) 2 Pounds




